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Abstract
For slowly varying fields the Yang-Mills Schro¨dinger functional can be expanded in
terms of local functionals. We show how analyticity in a complex scale parameter
enables the Schro¨dinger functional for arbitrarily varying fields to be reconstructed
from this expansion. We also construct the form of the Schro¨dinger equation that
determines the coefficients. Solving this in powers of the coupling reproduces the
results of the ‘standard’ perturbative solution of the functional Schro¨dinger equa-
tion which we also describe. In particular the usual result for the beta-function is
obtained illustrating how analyticity enables the effects of rapidly varying fields to
be computed from the behaviour of slowly varying ones.
1 Introduction
Whilst elementary discussions of quantum field theory often develop the subject along
the same lines as quantum mechanics by postulating equal time commutation relations
for operators that act on a state space and a Hamiltonian that generates infinitesimal
time-translations, this formalism is in practice soon abandoned in favour of the func-
tional integrals that formally solve for the time-dependence. Nonetheless the parallel
between field theory and Schro¨dinger ’s formulation of wave mechanics has been devel-
oped further, principally by Symanzik, who showed that ‘in every renormalisable theory,
the Schro¨dinger representation exists’ for which the field operator is diagonal and that ‘in
this representation, a Schro¨dinger equation holds’, [1]-[2]. This representation provides
a framework for novel approaches to the solution of quantum field theories [13]-[34], for
example in the use of variational principles to model states and describe non-perturbative
phenomena. It is also implicit in much recent work on field theories defined on space-times
with boundaries, see for example [35].
Although Symanzik’s work was limited to perturbation theory we may assume that
the Schro¨dinger equation has an existence that transcends this, since without an equation
determining the time-development of states, physics would have no predictive power. In
[4] it was shown that the Schro¨dinger equation itself can be reduced to coupled algebraic
equations that can be solved without recourse to perturbation theory, [10]. Consider the
vacuum functional. This is the exponential of a functional of the eigenvalue of the field
operator on the quantisation surface. In perturbation theory this a sum of connected
Feynman diagrams. This functional is non-local, but it will reduce to the integral of an
infinite sum of local terms when it is evaluated for fields that vary slowly on the scale of
the mass of the lightest particle in the theory. Each term will depend on a finite power of
the field and its derivatives at a single point, x, on the quantisation surface. The use of
local expansions to describe Yang-Mills wave-functionals was introduced by Greensite, [5].
Although this expansion is appropriate for slowly varying fields the vacuum functional
for arbitrarily varying fields can be reconstructed from it because the functional obtained
by a scale-transformation in which x → x/√ρ is analytic in the complex ρ-plane with
the negative real axis removed, [9]. Thus Cauchy’s theorem relates rapidly varying fields
(small ρ) to slowly varying ones (large ρ). Similar considerations enable the Schro¨dinger
equation, which because it has an ultra-violet cut off involves rapidly varying fields, to
be turned into an equation acting directly on the derivative expansion, determining the
coefficients of that expansion, [4]. It is essential to show that this approach does not
conflict with what we already know from perturbation theory where that is applicable.
In [8] we showed that for φ4 theory in 1+1 dimensions the short-distance behaviour dis-
played in the leading order counter-terms was correctly reproduced by our formulation of
the Schro¨dinger equation when that was solved by perturbation theory in the coupling,
even though our approach is based on a large-distance expansion. In this paper we show
that the same is true for Yang-Mills theory in 3+1 dimensions. In particular we obtain
the usual result for the beta-function by using a local expansion of the Schro¨dinger func-
tional. The beta-function is a result of rapidly varying field configurations, nonetheless
analyticity enables us to correctly reproduce their effects from a knowledge of slowly vary-
ing configurations. We will also illustrate directly the reconstruction of the Schro¨dinger
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functional for rapidly varying fields from the local expansion.
We begin by formulating the Schro¨dinger equation for the vacuum functional and
solving it to low order in ‘standard’ perturbation theory, checking our result by com-
puting the one-loop renormalisation of the coupling. We then discuss the analyticity
of the Schro¨dinger functional for complex scale parameters and use this to reformulate
the Schro¨dinger equation so that it acts directly on a local expansion of the Schro¨dinger
functional. We then solve this to low order and show how the solution can be used to
reconstruct the result of the ‘standard’ perturbative calculation. Finally we use a back-
ground field method to calculate the beta-function from a local expansion.
2 Semi-Classical expansion of the Yang-Mills Vac-
uum Functional
In this section we will obtain the first few terms in the semiclassical solution of the
functional Schro¨dinger equation for the Yang-Mills vacuum functional, and check our
results by computing the beta-function. This is the analogue of the usual loop expansion.
It results in non-local expressions for the vacuum functional because classical Yang-Mills
theory is scale invariant, nonetheless we will see that analyticity enables us to reconstruct
these non-local terms from the local expansion that we obtain in the next section for the
semiclassical expansion of the Schro¨dinger functional.
The Yang-Mills action can be written with the coupling factored out
SYM = − 1
g2
∫
d3x dt tr
(
E2 −B2
)
, (1)
E = −A˙+∇A0 + [A, A0], B = ∇ ∧A+A ∧A. (2)
(we denote Lie algebra generators of the gauge group SU(N) by TA, so A = ACTC , and
(TC)† = −TC , tr (TATB) = −δAB/2, [TA, TB] = fABCTC .) In the Weyl gauge (A0 = 0)
the canonical coordinates are AC(x) and their conjugate momenta are −g−2EC(x). The
Hamiltonian is
H [A,E] = − 1
g2
∫
d3x tr
(
E2 +B2
)
. (3)
Since A˙0(x) does not appear in the action the Euler-Lagrange equation obtained by vary-
ing A0(x),
∇ · E+A ·E− E ·A = 0, (4)
is a constraint rather than a Hamiltonian equation of motion. In the Schro¨dinger repre-
sentation the field, A(x), is diagonalised and does not depend on time. EC is represented
by the operator
EC(x) = ig2h¯
δ
δAA(x)
. (5)
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Substituting this into Gauss’s law gives an operator. Requiring this to annihilate physical
wave-functionals
ΓΨ[A] = 0, Γ ≡
(
δAB∂α + f
ACBACα
) δ
δABα
(6)
is simply the demand that these wave-functionals be gauge invariant because Γ is the
generator of time independent gauge transformations. If A˜ is the Fourier tranform of A,
AA(x) =
∫
d3p
(2π)3
eip xA˜
A
(p),
δAAµ (p)
δABν (q)
= (2π)3δABδµνδ
3(p− q), (7)
so that in momentum space Gauss’s law becomes
ipα
δΨ
δAAα (p)
+
∫
d3q
(2π)3
fACBACβ (−p− q)
δΨ
δABβ (−q)
= 0 . (8)
The Hamiltonian operator that we would obtain by substituting the representation of the
momenta, (5), into the classical expression stands in need of regularisation because the two
functional derivatives act at the same spatial point. We will regulate the Hamiltonian in a
gauge-invariant way so that it commutes with Γ enabling us to simultaneously diagonalise
both operators. We will do this by inserting a gauge covariant kernel between the two
derivatives. This will depend on a short distance cut-off, s, and we also need to introduce
renormalisation constants. Symanzik [1]-[2] has shown that the Schro¨dinger equation
exists for renormalisable field theories so that the vacuum functional is finite as the cut-
off is removed. For scalar field theories this can involve the introduction of counter-terms
associated with the quantisation surface which are not seen in the renormalisation of
usual Green’s functions. For the case of Yang-Mills in (3+1)-dimensions gauge invariance
precludes such additional terms, as discussed by Lu¨scher [7] and studied on the lattice
by Sint et al [6], so that the physical states should be finite if we simply make g an
appropriate function of the cut-off and subtract the vacuum energy density, E(s). This
gives the time-independent Schro¨dinger equation for an eigenstate with energy E above
that of the vacuum in the form
lim
s↓0
(
− h¯
2g2(s)
2
∆s +
1
2g2(s)
B − E −E(s)
)
Ψ = 0 (9)
where
∆s =
∫
d3x d3y
δ
δARρ (y)
KRS(x,y)
δ
δASρ (x)
, B =
∫
d3xBR ·BR (10)
There is considerable freedom in the choice of the kernel, K. In this section we will choose
K to be a Wilson-line multipled by a momentum cut-off, thus
KRS(A,x,y) = URS(x,y)
∫
|p|2<1/s
d3p
(2π)3
eip.(x−y) (11)
where
URS(x,y) = P exp
(
−
∫ y
x
ABα (z)T
B dzα
)
, (12)
3
P being the usual path ordering operator, and the generators, TB are in the adjoint.
URS(x,y) is expandable as
URS(x,y) = δRS + P
(∑
n=1
(−1)n
n!
∫ y
x
dzµ1 ..
∫ y
x
dzµn(A
A1
µ1 T
A1)(z1)..(A
An
µn T
An)(zn)
)
RS
,
(13)
and satisfies 1
δURS(x,y)
δARα (y)
= 0 . (14)
We will now consider the wave-functional of the vacuum. The functional integral
representation that we discuss in the next section implies that for this state the functional
is of the form exp(W ) where W is perturbatively a sum of connected Feynman diagrams.
We expand W , g2(s) and E(s) in powers of h¯ as
W [A] =
1
h¯
∞∑
n=0
h¯nWn[A] , g
2 =
∞∑
n=0
h¯ng2n E(s) =
∞∑
n=1
h¯nEn(s) (15)
Order by order in h¯, Gauss’s law implies that each Wn is gauge-invariant. Substituting
into the Schro¨dinger equation leads to
lim
s↓0
{
−

∆s ∞∑
n,m=0
h¯n+m+1g2nWm +
∫
d3x
∑
n,m
h¯n+m+pg2n
δWn
δARα
· δWm
δARα


+
B∑∞
n=0 h¯
ng2n
− 2E(s)
}
= 0 (16)
The order h¯0 or tree-level contribution is the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for W0[A]
g40
∫
d3p
2π3
δW0
δARα (p)
δW0
δARα (−p)
= B , (17)
which we will solve by further expanding in powers of A, so
W0 =
∞∑
n=2
W n0 (18)
where W n0 is of order n in A, etc. The next to leading order terms in the Schro¨dinger
equation are of order h¯
lim
s↓0
{(
g20∆sW0 + g
2
1
∫
d3x
δW0
δAR
· δW0
δAR
+ 2g20
∫
d3x
δW0
δAR
· δW1
δAR
)
+
g21
g40
B + 2E1(s)
}
= lim
s↓0
{(
g20∆sW0 + 2g
2
0
∫
d3x
δW0
δAR
· δW1
δAR
)
+
2g21
g40
B + 2E1(s)
}
= 0 (19)
1For a proof, see [5] .
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Now g21 is chosen to cancel the divergence coming from ∆sW0 that is proportional to B.
To calculate g21, and hence obtain the one-loop beta-function, we will have to first find
W0 to at least the fourth order in A. In Appendix A we find the following expressions for
W 20 , W
3
2 and W
4
0 :
W 20 =
1
g20
∫
d3p
(2π)3
AAµ (p)A
A
ν (−p) Γµν(p), Γαβ(p) =
pαpβ − p2δαβ
2|p| . (20)
W 30 =
1
g20
∫
d3p1 d
3p2
(2π)6
AAα (p1)A
B
β (p2)A
C
γ (p3) f
ABC Γαβγ(p1,p2,p3) , (21)
with p3 = −p1 − p2 and
Γαβγ(p1,p2,p3) =
i
3(|p1|+ |p2|+ |p3|) ×
{
+ pˆ1α(Γβγ(p3)− Γβγ(p2))− pˆ2β(Γαγ(p3)
− Γαγ(p1))− pˆ3γ(Γαβ(p1)− Γαβ(p2)) + 1
2
(p1ηδ
ηα
βγ + p2ηδ
ηβ
γα + p3ηδ
ηγ
αβ)
}
. (22)
W 40 =
1
g20
∫
d3p1 d
3p2 d
3p3
(2π)9
AAα (p1)A
C
β (p2)A
B
γ (p3)A
D
δ (p4)
×fMABfMCDΓαβγδ(p1,p2,p3,p4) , (23)
with p4 = −p1 − p2 − p3 and
S4
{
fMABfMCDΓαβγδ(p1,p2,p3,p4)
}
=
S4
{
fMABfMCDω
(
6ipˆ1αΓβγδ(p1 + p2,p3,p4) +
+9Γηαβ(p3 + p4,p1,p2)Γηγδ(p1 + p2,p3,p4)− 1
4
δαβγδ
)}
(24)
where
ω =
1
2(|p1|+ |p2|+ |p3|+ |p4|) (25)
and S4 symmetrises the expression under simultaneous interchanges of the four sets of
indices and momenta A, α,p1 etc.
As a check on our calculation we now study the divergent behaviour of ∆sW0 as s ↓ 0
and use this to calculate the beta-function. This requires that we compute the divergent
term quadratic in A which only receives contributions from ∆sW
2
0 , ∆sW
3
0 and ∆sW
4
0 .
Because we have preserved gauge invariance this will have the form
ξ ln s
∫
d3k
(2π)3
AAµ (k)A
A
ν (−k)
(
kµkν − |k|2δµν
)
(26)
where ξ is a constant. So to leading order in s
ξ ln s
(
kµkν − |k|2δµν
)
= Λµν2 + Λ
µν
3 + Λ
µν
4 (27)
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where the Λµνr derive from ∆sW
r
0 and are given in Appendix B. Taking the trace gives
ξ ln s 2k2 = Λµµ2 + Λ
µµ
3 + Λ
µµ
4 (28)
From (135) we obtain
Λµµ2 = −2N
∫
p2<1/s
d3p dσ2 dy
(2π)3
1
|p− ky|
= −4πN
∫
p2<1/s
dσ2 dyp
2d|p| dθp sin θp
(p2 − 2|p||k| cos θpy + k2y2)1/2 . (29)
Furthermore, in order to compute its contribution to (26), we need only the k2/p3 term
of the expansion of (29) for large |p|. After performing the remaining integrations, we
conclude that there is no contribution from ∆sW
2
0 to (26). The same holds for ∆sW
3
0 , as
we can verify by taking the trace of (137) and expanding for large |p|. However, if we
take the trace of (139) integrate over θp and expand for large |p| we get
Λµµ4 =
N
(2π)2
∫
|p|2<1/s
|p|2 d|p| 222
3
k2
p3
, (30)
hence ξ = 11N/(24π2). For the divergences to cancel in (19) we need to take 2g21/g
4
0 =
ξ log(sµ2) where µ is a mass scale. So to one loop the bare coupling is
g2 = g20 + h¯g
2
1 = g
2
0 + h¯
11g40N log(sµ
2)
48π2
, (31)
giving the usual result for the one-loop beta-function
β = µ
∂g2
∂µ
= −h¯11g
4
0N
24π2
. (32)
3 The local expansion of the Schro¨dinger functional
In this section we will argue that the wave-functionals of the states in Yang-Mills theory
can be reconstructed from a local expansion that satisfies its own form of the Schro¨dinger
equation. This reduces to an infinite set of coupled algebraic equations that are amenable
to numerical solution without recourse to perturbation theory, as in [10], but our pur-
pose here is to show that these are consistent with the known methods of perturbation
theory where applicable. In particular we will show that the expressions of the previous
section, and in particular the calculation of the beta-function, can be reproduced using
the local expansion. Because Yang-Mills theory in 3+1 dimensions is scale-invariant the
semiclassical expansion of the vacuum functional for which we have obtained the first few
terms is non-local. For example, the lowest order contribution, W 20 in configuration space
is proportional to
∫
d3x d3y∇∧AC(x) · ∇ ∧AC(y)/(x− y)2 (33)
Asymptotic freedom implies that such expressions are appropriate when A is a rapidly
varying function of x on the scale of the masses of the physical particles in the theory,
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the glueballs, so the one-loop beta-function results from high momentum modes of the
field. The local expansion that we will use, being an expansion in powers of derivatives is
appropriate to low momenta. To reconstruct the high momentum behaviour from that at
low momentum we show that if we perform a scale-transformation on the wave-functionals
with a real scale parameter ρ then the wave-functional becomes an analytic function in
some domain when we allow ρ to be complex. This will enable us to use Cauchy’s theorem
to relate the dependence of the scaled wave-functional for large ρ to that at small ρ.
Rather than deal with the vacuum functional we will study the Schro¨dinger functional
which is the matrix element of the Euclidean time evolution operator in a basis in which
the gauge-potential has been diagonalised. This has two advantages. Firstly, from Φ we
can extract the energy eigenstates and eigenvalues by inserting a basis of such states
〈A|e−H τ/h¯|A′〉 =∑
E
ΨE[A]Ψ
∗
E[A
′]e−τE (34)
At large times this is dominated by the contribution from the vacuum. Secondly the
Euclidean time τ plays the roˆle of an inverse mass enabling us to construct a derivative
expansion in positive powers of τ which at the same time we can study within the semi-
classical expansion. Although such an expansion will only converge for small τ we will be
able to use it to reconstruct the Schro¨dinger functional for arbitrary fields and once this is
done τ can take any value (consistent with an approximation that we will later describe).
We will now show that if we scale A and A′ then Φ becomes an analytic function of
the scaling parameter. This generalises the discussion of the analyticity of the vacuum
functional given in [9].
3.1 Analyticity of the Schro¨dinger Functional
Symanzik showed how to construct the Schro¨dinger functional for scalar field theory in
terms of a functional integral over a spacetime bounded by two parallel planes, by placing
sources on the planes coupled to the normal derivative of the quantum field, [1]-[2]. We
will generalise this to take account of gauge invariance by representing the Schro¨dinger
functional as
Φτ [A,A
′] =
∫
DAe−S[A]−Sb[A,A,A′] (35)
where S[A] is the Yang-Mills action gauge-fixed in the gauge A0 = 0. Space-time is
Euclidean with co-ordinates (x, t) and 0 ≤ t ≤ τ , so
S[A] = − 1
g˜2
∫
d3x dt tr
(
A˙2 + (∇∧ A+ A ∧ A)2
)
(36)
The boundary term in the action is
Sb[A,A, A
′]] = − 2
g2
∫
d3x tr
(
(A(x)− A(x, τ)) · A˙(x, τ)− (A′(x)− A(x, 0)) · A˙(x, 0)
)
(37)
The boundary values of A are to be freely integrated over. We will assume that at
spatial infinity the sources A and A′ are pure gauges A,A′ ∼ g(xˆ)−1∇g(xˆ). Sb is chosen
so that Φτ [A,A
′] is invariant under the time-independent gauge transformation acting
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simultaneously on the sources δωA = ∇ω+[A, ω], and δωA′ = ∇ω+[A′, ω] since the effect
of varying the sources may be compensated by gauge transforming A. As ω cannot depend
on time this is the residual gauge symmetry of S[A] that preserves the gauge condition.
We will assume that there is a regulator in place that preserves this invariance and on
which the couplings g, g˜ depend. Functionally differentiating with respect to the source
A leads to an insertion of A˙ on the boundary t = τ . Given the Wick rotation between
Euclidean time, t, and Minkowskian time, this yields the Schro¨dinger representation of
the canonical momentum.
We now study the effect of a scale-transformation of the sources. Consider scaling
each dimension separately and set Aρ = (ρ1ρ2ρ3)
−1/6A(x1/
√
ρ
1
, x2/
√
ρ
2
, x3/
√
ρ
3
) and
A′ρ = (ρ1ρ2ρ3)−1/6A
′(x1/
√
ρ
1
, x2/
√
ρ
2
, x3/
√
ρ
3
). We will show that Φτ [A
ρ,A′ρ] is analytic
in ρ1, ρ2, ρ3 separately. Firstly we interchange the names of the Euclidean time, t, and one
of the spatial co-ordinates, x1 say, in the functional integral (35) which we now interpret
as the Euclidean time-ordered vacuum expectation value
Φτ [A
ρ,A′ρ] = T 〈0r| exp
(
2
g2
∫
dx2 dx3 dt tr
(
Aρ · Aˆ′|x1=τ −A′ρ · Aˆ′|x1=0
))
|0r〉 (38)
where |0r〉 is the vacuum for the Yang-Mills Hamiltonian defined on the space 0 ≤ x1 ≤ τ
in the axial gauge A1 = 0 with boundary terms in the action ± 1g2
∫
dx2 dx3 dt tr
(
A · Aˆ′
)
,
Aˆ′ is the derivative of Aˆ with respect to x1, and Aˆ(x1, x2, x3, t) is the field operator. To
make the notation more compact introduce Az and A˜z where the index z takes the two
values ± and
A+ = A, A− = −A′,
A˜+(x2, x3, t) = Aˆ(τ, x2, x3, t), A˜−(x2, x3, t) = Aˆ(0, x2, x3, t), (39)
with similar relations for the scaled variables. Then the coupling of the sources to the
quantum field becomes
Aρ · Aˆ′|x1=τ −A′ρ · Aˆ′|x1=0 = Aρz · A˜z . (40)
Expanding the exponential and using the time-evolution operator for the rotated the-
ory, exp(−Hˆrt), to generate the t-dependence of the quantum fields gives
Φτ [A
ρ,A′ρ] =∑
n
∫ ∞
−∞
dtn
∫ tn−1
−∞
dtn−1..
∫ t3
−∞
dt2
∫ t2
−∞
dt1
n∏
i=1
(
− 1
g2
∫
dx2i dx
3
i AρRi(ti, x2i , x3i )
)
×〈0r|A˜′Rn(x2n, x3n, 0) e(tn−1−tn)Hˆr ..A˜′R2(x22, x33, 0) e(t2−t1)Hˆr A˜′R1(0, x21, x31) |0r〉. (41)
Here Ri stands for all the indices, i.e. Lie algebra and spatial indices and z. The time
integrals may be done after Fourier transforming the sources. To do this we define the
ρ1-independent Fourier mode
a(k, x2, x3) ≡ (ρ2ρ3)−1/6
∫
dt e−iktA(t, x2/√ρ2, x3/
√
ρ3), (42)
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so that
Aρ(t, x2, x3) = 1
2π
∫
dk eikt/
√
ρ
1 ρ
−1/6
1 a(k, x
2, x3). (43)
Substituting this into (41) and inserting the resolution of the identity in terms of eigen-
states of H gives
Φτ [A
ρ,A′ρ] =∑
n
n∏
i=1
(
− 1
πg2
∫
dki dx
2
i dx
3
i ρ
1/3
1 aRi(ki, x
2
i , x
3
i )
)
δ
(∑
ki
)
∑
E1..En−1
〈0r|A′Rn(x2n, x3n, 0) |En−1〉
1√
ρ
1
En−1 − i∑n−11 kj ..
..
1√
ρ
1
E1 − ik1 〈E1|A
′
R1
(x21, x
3
1, 0) |0r〉. (44)
This makes explicit the ρ1-dependence of Φτ [A
ρ,A′ρ]. Although ρ1 was originally real
and positive we may use this expression to define an analytic continuation to complex
values, yielding a function that is analytic away from the zeroes of the denominators in
(44). Since the eigenvalues of the Hermitian Hamiltonian are real, the singularities lie on
the negative real ρ1-axis. Similarly we may show that Φτ [A
ρ,A′ρ] continues to an analytic
function in ρ2 and ρ3 and, by setting ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ3 = ρ, that Φτ [A
ρ,A′ρ] continues to
an analytic function in ρ in the complex plane with the negative real axis removed. This
scaling preserves gauge invariance.
We can see that (44) has a derivative expansion provided the source terms have com-
pact support in momentum space. Consider the logarithm of Φτ . As a series in powers of
the sources this can be written as sums of products of terms of the same form as appear
on the right-hand-side of (44). So any term of a definite order in the sources, being a
finite sum of analytic functions will also be analytic. Yang-Mills theory has a mass-gap
so, apart from the contribution of the vacuum, the eigenvalues En are all greater than
zero, and the energy denominators can be expanded in positive powers of momenta, ki,
when ρ is sufficently large. When one of the intermediate states in the sum is the vacuum
the energy denonminator is just 1/(−i∑n−11 kj) which does not have such an expansion.
However such denominators must cancel against powers of momentum in the numerator
so as not to violate the cluster decomposition property of the logarithm of Φτ . This will
be the case within the semi-classical expansion even though the glueball mass cannot be
seen in perturbation theory. This is because the Hamiltonian H describes a theory defined
on the space 0 < x1 < τ , so the masses of particles will be greater than ≈ 1/τ . So for
large ρ the logarithm of Φτ [A
ρ,A′ρ] looks like
log(Φτ [A
ρ,A′ρ]) =
W [Aρ,A′ρ] =
∫
d3x (a1ρ
−1/2trB ·B+ a2ρ−3/2tr D ∧B ·D ∧B
+a3ρ
−3/2trB · (B ∧B) + ..a1ρ−1/2trB′ ·B′ + a2ρ−3/2tr D′ ∧B′ ·D′ ∧B′
+a3ρ
−3/2trB′ · (B′ ∧B′) + ..a¯1√ρtr (A−A′)2) + ..) (45)
where the coefficents an and a¯n depend on τ , but not on ρ or on x. Note that parity invari-
ance requires that the powers of ρ are all half-odd-integers. Thus the large ρ expansion
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of
√
ρW [Aρ,A′ρ] has only integer powers of ρ indicating that this quantity is analytic in
the complex ρ-plane with a cut on the negative real axis of finite length running from the
origin. We can now use Cauchy’s theorem to express W [A,A′] in terms of this expansion,
so that the Schro¨dinger functional for arbitrary sources A,A′ can be reconstructed from
a knowledge of its value when the sources vary slowly and for which the local expansion
is valid. We will evaluate the contour integral
I(λ) =
1
2πi
∫
C
dρ
ρ− 1 e
λ(ρ−1)√ρW [Aρ,A′ρ] (46)
in two ways. We take C to be a circle centred on the origin and large enough for us to be
able to use the local expansion. Re-expanding in inverse powers of ρ− 1 and writing the
result as
√
ρW [Aρ,A′ρ] =
∑
(ρ− 1)−nωn[A,A′] enables us to calculate
I(λ) =
∑
n
λnω[A,A′]n
Γ(n+ 1)
(47)
The integral may also be evaluated by collapsing the contour C until it breaks into
two disconnected pieces, a small circle centred on ρ = 1 and a contour that surrounds the
finite cut on the negative real axis. The integral over the circle gives W [A,A′], so
I(λ) =
∫ a
0
dx (e−λ(x+1+iǫ)F+(x)− e−λ(x+1−iǫ)F−(x)) +W [A,A′] (48)
where we have taken the contour surrounding the cut to consist of two line segments of
length a parallel to the real-axis a distance ǫ from it, and
F± =
√
ρW [Aρ,A′ρ]/(2πi(1− ρ)) for ρ = −x± iǫ. (49)
The contribution from the semi-cicle needed to close the contour near the origin is negligi-
ble, being of order ǫ3/2, because asymptotic freedom implies that for small ρ the functional
W [Aρ,A′ρ] is reliably given by its tree-level value which is independent of ρ, [9]. If we set
λ = u+ iv, and consider u > 0, the magnitude of the integral is bounded
|
∫ a
0
dx (e−λ(x+1+iǫ)F+(x)− e−λ(x+1−iǫ)F−(x))| < a|F+|maxe−u+vǫ + a|F−|maxe−u−vǫ (50)
where |F±|max is the maximum value taken by |F±| on the contour. So the contribution
from the cut goes to zero as u→∞. Thus we reach our goal of being able to reconstruct
the Schro¨dinger functional from the local expansion.
W [A,A′] = lim
λ→∞
∑
n
λnω[A,A′]n
Γ(n+ 1)
(51)
Note that the denominators in (51) improve the convergence of the series compared
to the original series representing the large ρ behaviour of
√
ρW [Aρ,A′ρ] from which it
was constucted. We can improve this convergence still further since I(λ) is analytic and
bounded in the region u > |v|ǫ, so if we set ρ′ = 1/λ2 then I(1/√ρ′) is analytic in the
complex ρ′ plane with a small wedge surrounding the negative real axis removed. Since
it is bounded throughout this region we may repeat the above argument to obtain
lim
λ→∞
I(λ) = lim
λ→∞
1
2πi
∫
C′
dρ′
ρ′
eλ
2ρ′I(1/
√
ρ′) (52)
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where C ′ is that part of a circle of very large radius centred on the origin that is out-
side the wedge. Let us denote the operation of applying the integrals over ρ and ρ′ to√
ρW [Aρ,A′ρ] by Rλ, i.e.
Rλ
√
ρW [Aρ,A′ρ] =
1
2πi
∫
C′
dρ′
ρ′
eλ
2ρ′ 1
2πi
∫
C
dρ
ρ− 1 e
(ρ−1)/√ρ′ √ρW [Aρ,A′ρ] (53)
Applying this to the series (51) gives (if we take C ′ to be a complete circle)
W [A,A′] = lim
λ→∞
Rλ
√
ρW [Aρ,A′ρ] = lim
λ→∞
∑
n
λnω[A,A′]n
Γ(n+ 1)Γ(n/2 + 1)
(54)
Although this requires taking a limit of an infinite series of positive powers of λ we will
see that a good approximation is obtained by truncating the series to a finite number of
terms and taking λ as large as is consistent with this truncation.
3.2 The Schro¨dinger equation for the local expansion
Symanzik’s work implies that the logarithm of the Schro¨dinger functional satisfies the
Schro¨dinger equation which we write as
lim
s↓0
(
− h¯
g2(s)
∂W [A,A′]
∂τ
+
h¯2
2
(
∆sW [A,A
′] +
∫
d3x
δW [A,A′]
δAR
· δW [A,A
′]
δAR
)
− 1
2g4(s)
B + E(s)
g2(s)
)
= 0 (55)
This determines the coefficents a1, a2, ..a¯1, .. of the local expansion but we cannot simply
substitute (45) into (55) since the local expansion is only valid for slowly varying fields
whereas the s ↓ 0 limit requires a knowledge of high momentum modes. Nonetheless we
can find a version of the Schro¨dinger equation that is satisfied by the local expansion by
considering the analyticity of ∆sW as a function of a scaled cut-off. If we write W [A,A
′]
as
W [A,A′] =
∑
n
∫
(
n∏
i=1
d3xiARi(xi)) ΓR1..Rnn (x1, ..xn) (56)
(with A defined by (39)) then we have shown that ΓR1..Rnn (
√
ρx1, ..
√
ρxn) is analytic in
the cut ρ-plane. Applying the functional Laplacian to this expression gives
(∆sW )[A,A
′] =
∑
n
n(n− 1)
∫
(
n∏
i=3
d3xiARi(xi))
∫
d3x d3y ×
KRSs (A,x,y) Γ
(Rν,+) (Sν+)R3..Rn
n (x,y,x1, ..xn) (57)
So if we calculate ∆sW evaluated for the scaled gauge-potential A
ρ and for a cut-off
s = ρ/µ2, with µ a mass-scale, then
(∆ρ/µ2W )[A
ρ,A′ρ] =
∑
n
n(n− 1)
∫
(
n∏
i=3
d3xiAρRi(xi))
∫
d3x d3y ×
KRSρ/µ2(A
ρ,x,y) ΓRˆ1Rˆ2R3..Rnn (x,y,x1, ..xn), (58)
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where Rˆ1 stands for the set of indices {R, ν,+} and Rˆ2 stands for {S, ν,+}. Now
KRSρ/µ2(A
ρ,x,y) = P exp
(
−
∫ y
x
ABα (z/
√
ρ)TB dzα/
√
ρ
) ∫
|p|2<µ2/ρ
d3p
(2π)3
eip.(x−y)
= P exp
(
−
∫ y/√ρ
x/
√
ρ
ABα (z)T
B dzα
) ∫
|p|2<µ2
d3p
(2π
√
ρ)3
eip.(x/
√
ρ−y/√ρ) (59)
so changing the integration variables in (58) gives
∑
n
n(n− 1)
∫
(
n∏
i=3
d3xiARi(xi))
∫
d3x d3y ×
KRS1/µ2(A,x,y) ρ
n−1/2ΓRˆ1Rˆ2R3..Rnn (
√
ρx,
√
ρy,
√
ρx1, ..
√
ρxn). (60)
All the ρ dependence is now contained in the ρn−1/2Γn factors, and these are analytic
in the cut ρ-plane. For large values of ρ we can calculate this by simply applying the
Laplacian to the local expansion (45) which yields a power series in integer powers of ρ,
showing that the cut along the negative ρ-axis is of finite length for any term of fixed
order in the sources. Following the same argument as earlier we will be able to obtain the
small s behaviour of ∆sW [A,A
′] from that for large λ by employing Cauchy’s theorem,
but it is advantageous to do this for all the terms in the Schro¨dinger equation (55) so we
now turn our attention to the renormalisation constants.
The s-dependence of g(s) and E(s) for small s are chosen to make W finite as the
cut-off is removed. We are free to choose their values for s away from 0 provided they
are consistent with this small s behaviour. We will now show that the other terms in the
Schro¨dinger equation, namely E(s)/g2(s) and 1/g4(s) can be arranged to be analytic in
ρ when s = ρ/µ2. The Schro¨dinger equation (55) holds for all sources A and A′. If we
evaluate it for sources that vary slowly over distances of order τ then both sides are sums
of local expressions and we can unambiguously extract the coefficent of B, and the source
independent term, so
lim
s↓0
( h¯
2g2(s)
∂a1
∂τ
+
h¯2
2
(
∆sW [A,A
′] +
∫
d3x
δW [A,A′]
δAR
· δW [A,A
′]
δAR
) ∣∣∣B − 12g4(s)
)
= 0 (61)
and
0 = lim
s↓0
(
h¯2
2
(∆sW ) [0, 0] +
E(s)
g2(s)
)
(62)
These equations hold for all time τ , and in particular for the limit of very large times
when they are dominated by contributions from the vacuum. In this case the τ -derivative
of a1 tends to zero as τ becomes large. We will now choose the s-dependence of g(s) and
E(s) so that
1
g4(s)
= lim
τ→∞ h¯
2
(
∆sW [A,A
′] +
∫
d3x
δW [A,A′]
δAR
· δW [A,A
′]
δAR
) ∣∣∣B (63)
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and
0 = lim
τ→∞
(
h¯2
2
(∆sW ) [0, 0] +
E(s)
g2(s)
)
(64)
This choice clearly satisfies (63) and (64) and when we set s = ρ/µ2 gives E(s)/g2(s)
and 1/g4(s) as analytic functions of ρ in the cut ρ-plane, with the cuts on the negative
real axis having finite length. This implies that 1/g2(s) has the same property provided
1/g4(s) as defined by (63) has no zeroes for finite ρ away from the negative real axis. (If
this is not the case we can still define such an analytic function that for small s agrees
with 1/g2(s) by demanding that for a particular value of τ (62) hold for all s, although
this would not necessarily square to (63)). This enables us to obtain the limit as s ↓ 0
that occurs in the Schro¨dinger equation (55) as
lim
λ→∞
1
2πi
∫
C
dρ
ρ
eλρ
{
− h¯
g2(ρ/µ2)
∂W [Aρ,A′ρ]
∂τ
+
h¯2
2
(
∆ρ/µ2W [A
ρ,A′ρ] +
∫
d3x
δW [A,A′]
δAR
· δW [A,A
′]
δAR
)
− 1
2g4(ρ/µ2)
Bρ + E(ρ/µ
2)
g2(ρ/µ2)
}
= 0. (65)
As before C is a circle centred on the origin and of very large radius so that we can
calculate using the local expansion. Since both sides are analytic in the cut ρ-plane we
can collapse the contour to a component surrounding the cut and a circle centred on the
origin of very small radius whose contribution to (65) is just the original Schro¨dinger
equation, and the contribution from the cut is damped by the eλρ factor, since for any
term in the local expansion the cut has a finite length, and so the magnitudes of the
other terms in the integrand are bounded. In practice we will use series expansions to
express the large ρ-behaviour. The ρ-integration then leads to Γ functions that improve
the convergence of the series. As before this convergence can be improved still further by
an additional integration. Thus if we denote by R′λ the operator
R′λf(ρ) =
1
2πi
∫
C′
dρ′
ρ′
eλ
2ρ′ 1
2πi
∫
C
dρ
ρ
eρ/
√
ρ′ f(ρ) (66)
then
lim
λ→∞
R′λ
{
− h¯
g2(ρ/µ2)
∂W [Aρ,A′ρ]
∂τ
+
h¯2
2
(
∆ρ/µ2W [A
ρ,A′ρ] +
∫
d3x
δW [Aρ,A′ρ]
δAR
· δW [A
ρ,A′ρ]
δAR
)
− 1
2g4(ρ/µ2)
Bρ + E(ρ/µ
2)
g2(ρ/µ2)
}
= 0. (67)
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3.3 Solving the Schro¨dinger equation for the local expansion in
powers of h¯
Substituting the local expansion (45) into (67) leads to algebraic equations for the coeffi-
cents which can be solved without recourse to perturbation theory, as has been done for
φ4-theory [10]. However our purpose here is limited to showing that the local expansion
reproduces semiclassical perturbation theory and leads to the correct result for the one-
loop beta-function, even though this depends on large momentum modes and the local
expansion appears to only contain information about small momentum. As in the case of
the vacuum functional we expand
W [A,A′] =
1
h¯
∞∑
n=0
h¯nWn[A,A
′] , g2 =
∞∑
n=0
h¯ng2n , E(s) =
∞∑
n=1
h¯nEn(s) (68)
The tree-level contribution is
0 = lim
λ→∞
R′λ
( 1
g20(ρ/µ
2)
∂W0[A
ρ,A′ρ]
∂τ
−1
2
∫
d3x
δW0[A
ρ,A′ρ]
δAR
· δW0[A
ρ,A′ρ]
δAR
+
1
2g40(ρ/µ
2)
Bρ
)
. (69)
The absence ∆W [A,A′] means that once the local expansion has been substituted into
this equation the ρ-dependence of each term is given by its engineering dimension. The
condition (63) to this order in h¯ is
0 = lim
τ→∞
(
h¯2
2
(∫
d3x
δW [A,A′]
δAR
· δW [A,A
′]
δAR
) ∣∣∣B − 12g40(s)
)
(70)
which implies that g0 is independent of s, as before.
To shorten our formulae we will introduce an abbreviated notation. The gauge po-
tentials A and A′ each carry the set of indices A, α,x corresponding to the gauge group,
spatial rotations and position. These will be contracted with kernels which carry several
sets of such indices. We will denote such a contraction over a single pair of sets of indices,
followed by symmetrisation of the result under interchange of the remaining such sets of
indices by a dot. Thus we expand B as
B = B2 + B3 + B4 = A · (A · V2) +A · (A · (A · V3)) +A · (A · (A · (A · V4))) (71)
and W0[A,A
′] as
W0[A,A
′] = A · (A · Ξ2) +A · (A · (A · Ξ3)) +A · (A · (A · (A · Ξ4))) + ..
A′ · (A′ · Ξ2) +A′ · (A′ · (A′ · Ξ3)) +A′ · (A′ · (A′ · (A′ · Ξ4))) + ..
+A′ · (A ·Υ2) + .. (72)
Substituting this into the Schro¨dinger equation and extracting the term quadratic in A
gives
lim
λ→∞
R′λ
(
1
g20
Aρ · (Aρ · Ξ˙2)− 2(Aρ · Ξ2) · (Aρ · Ξ2) + 1
2g40
Aρ · (Aρ · V2)
)
= 0 (73)
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where Ξ˙ denotes the derivative of Ξ with respect to τ . We now assume an expansion of
Ξ2 of the form
Ξ2 =
1
g20τ
∞∑
n=0
bn(τ
2V2·)n1 (74)
which is an expansion in powers of derivatives, since V2 is a differential operator. 1 is the
identity kernel. The powers of τ are fixed by dimensions, and the factor of 1/g2 is for
convenience. Using (74) in (73) yields
lim
λ→∞
R′λρ

 1
τ 2
∞∑
n=0
bn(2n− 1)(τ
2
ρ
V2·)n − 2
τ 2
∞∑
n,m=0
bn bm (
τ 2
ρ
V2·)n+m + 1
2ρ
V2·

 1 = 0 (75)
By equating to zero the coefficients of the various powers of V2· we obtain the bn as
b0 = −1
2
, b1 = −1
6
, bn =
2
2n + 1
n−1∑
p=1
bn−p bp, n > 1 (76)
Although our method does not require it, in this simple case it is easy to sum the series
for Ξ2 to give
Ξ2 =
1
2g20
1 + e2τω·
1− e2τω·ω (77)
where ω2 = V2. So we can see clearly that as τ →∞ this becomes −ω/(2g20) which agrees
with the result for the vacuum functional given in (108).
We will now use this to illustrate the reconstruction of the Schro¨dinger functional from
its local expansion. That part of the tree-level functional that we have just obtained takes
the following form when written in terms of Fourier transforms
A · (A · Ξ2)
=
1
g20τ
∫
d3p
(2π)3
AAα (p)A
A
β (−p)
(
b0 δ
αβ +
∞∑
n=1
bn (δ
αβ − pαpβ/p2) (τ 2 p2)n
)
(78)
From (77) we see that the infinite series converges only for |p|τ < π, but from this series
we can reconstruct the functional for arbitrary p using (54). We first write the functional
for scaled sources after a change of integration variable as
√
ρAρ · (Aρ · Ξ2))
=
1
g2τ
∫ d3p
(2π)3
AAα (p)A
A
β (−p) ρ (b0 δαβ +
∞∑
n=1
bn (δ
αβ − pαpβ/p2) (τ
2 p2
ρ
)n) (79)
To do the integration in (46) we write ρ as (ρ − 1) + 1 and expand in inverse powers of
(ρ− 1), resulting in expansion coefficients b˜n that are functions of the product τ |p|, thus
ρ
(
b0 δ
αβ +
∞∑
n=1
bn (
τ 2 p2
ρ
)n(δαβ − pαpβ/p2)
)
= (b0(ρ− 1) + b0)δαβ/τ +
∞∑
n=0
b˜n(τ |p|)
(ρ− 1)n (δ
αβ − pαpβ/p2) (80)
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Using this in (54) yields
A · (A · Ξ2)
= lim
λ→∞
1
g2τ
∫
d3p
(2π)3
AAα (p)A
A
β (−p)×
×
(
b0δ
αβ +
∞∑
n=0
λnb˜n(τ |p|)
Γ(n+ 1)Γ(n/2 + 1)
(δαβ − pαpβ/p2)
)
(81)
A good approximation to the limit of the infinite series is obtained by truncating the
series and taking λ as a large as is consistent with the truncation. Consider the finite sum
SN(λ, τ) =
1
τ
(
b0 +
N−1∑
n=0
λnb˜n(τ)
Γ(n+ 1)Γ(n/2 + 1)
)
. (82)
This is readily computed using the relations (76). We expect this to provide a good ap-
proximation to S∞(λ, τ) for values of λ for which the last term makes a small contribution
to the whole.
τ = 3
τ = 2
τ = 1
λ
SN
-0.75
-0.7
-0.65
-0.6
-0.55
-0.5
-0.45
0 10 20 30 40
Figure 1: The truncated series as a function of λ.
In Figure 1 we have plotted S40(λ, τ) and S39(λ, τ) for three values of τ , namely
τ = 1, 2, 3. The last term in S40(λ, τ) is significant where each pair of curves can be seen
to diverge. The flatness of the curves for slightly smaller values of λ shows that there the
value of the truncated series provides a good approximation to the value of the full series
as λ → ∞. We have used this to estimate the limit in Figure 2 where we have plotted
S40(τ, λ) with λ chosen so that the magnitude of the last term in this series is equal to
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1/200, which represents about one per cent of the value of the series for large τ , (varying
this fraction by an order of magnitude either way makes little difference). Now from (77)
we should have that the limit as λ→∞ of S∞(λ, τ) be (1 + e2τ )/(2(1− e2τ )) ≡ f(τ) and
this curve is also shown in Figure 2. We can see that S40 provides a good approximation
for values of τ up to about 20 which is a long way beyond the region of convergence of
the original series
∑39
0 bnτ
2n−1 ≡ Sorig from which we have built S40 which is also shown
in the Figure diverging from the other two curves at τ = π.
τ
f
Sorig
S40
-1
-0.8
-0.6
-0.4
-0.2
0
5 10 15 20 25
Figure 2: Tree-level Schro¨dinger functional: Ξ2
In Appendix C we calculate the coefficients cn in the local expansion of Ξ3.
Ξ3 =
τ
g20
∞∑
n=0
cn(τ
2V2·)nV3 (83)
and the coefficients fn and hp,q,r in the local expansion of Ξ4
Ξ4 =
τ
g20
∞∑
n=0
fn(τ
2V2·)nV4 + τ
g20
∑
p,q,r
hp,q,rτ
2(p+q+r+1)(V2·)p (((V2·)qV3) · ((V2·)rV3)) (84)
In principle we could use this result to compute the one-loop beta-function. The com-
binatorics are rather daunting compared to the approach we will describe in the next
section.
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4 Background Field approach, and the beta-function
Recently Zarembo has shown how to calculate the beta-function for Yang-Mills theory
using the Schro¨dinger equation for the vacuum functional with a background field method
[12]. As usual the background field approach works especially well at one-loop by reducing
the problem to the evaluation of certain coefficents in the asymptotic expansion of a heat-
kernel. We will extend this approach to the Schro¨dinger functional and use it to show
that the usual beta-function is obtained from our local expansion. This is important
because the beta-function is sensitive only to high momentum modes and so obtaining
the correct result shows that we can indeed reconstruct rapidly varying modes from the
slowly varying modes of the local expansion using analyticity. The basic idea is to write
A and A′ as fluctuations, a and a′, about a background field A0:
A = A0 + a, A
′ = A0 + a′. (85)
a is now the dynamical variable so
δ
δA
=
δ
δa
. (86)
The potential term in the Schro¨dinger equation, B can be expanded up to terms
quadratic in a as
B = B0 + a · (a · Λ) + Order(a3) (87)
where B0 is the integral of the square of the magnetic field made from A0, i.e. B0 =
∇ ∧A0 +A0 ∧A0, and
Λa = −D · Da+DD · a+ 2B0 ∧ a+ 2a ∧B0
≡ −D · Da+DD · a− 2F · a, (88)
where D is given by Dω = [∇ +A0, ω]. There is no term linear in a since we will take
A0 to satisfy the three-dimensional Yang-Mills equation D∧A0 = 0. Consequently when
we expand W [A,A′] in powers of a and a′ there will be no linear terms. If we write the
tree-level contribution to W [A,A′] that is quadratic in the fluctuations as 1/h¯ times
a · (a · Ξ) + a′ · (a ·Υ) + a′ · (a′ · Ξ) (89)
then Ξ and Υ are functionals of the background field A0 as well as being functions of τ .
Substituting this into the Schro¨dinger equation (67) and extracting the leading term in h¯
that is quadratic in a leads to the same equation as (73) but with Ξ2 replaced by Ξ and
V2 replaced by Λ. Consequently Ξ has the local expansion
Ξ =
1
g20τ
∞∑
n=0
bn(τ
2Λ·)n (90)
with the same coefficients, bn, as before. The expansion is valid for fields that vary slowly
on the scale of τ . This tree-level result gives a one-loop contribution to the renormalisation
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of g2 via the condition (63). Since B has the expansion (87) it is sufficent to look at the
coefficent of B0, and this comes from ∆s (a · (a · Ξ)). So to order h¯
1
g4(s)
=
1
g40
+ lim
τ→∞ h¯∆s (a · (a · Ξ)) |B0 (91)
If we introduce the mass-scale µ by setting s = ρ/µ2, then the beta-function is
β = lim
ρ↓0
µ
∂(g2(ρ/µ2))
∂µ
= lim
τ→∞,ρ→0
h¯g6s
∂
∂s
∆s (a · (a · Ξ)) |B0 (92)
Direct substitution of (90) into this would be invalid because as ρ → 0 the Laplacian
includes differentiation with respect to rapidly fluctuating fields which are absent from
the local expansion. As we have shown, however, the former can be obtained from the
latter by analyticity, and this is encoded into the R′λ operator. For large s
∆s a · (a · Ξ) = 2TrK
(
1
g20τ
∞∑
n=0
bn(τ
2Λ·)n
)
, (93)
where Tr denotes the functional trace. Previously we chose the kernel, K, in the Laplacian
to have a simple form in terms of a momentum cut-off multiplied by a Wilson line, but
we are free to make other choices provided that we preserve gauge invariance, that the
kernel represents a δ-function as the cut-off is removed, and that it scales covariantly. It
is particularly convenient for the present calculation to take K to be the heat-kernel of
the operator Λ at time s, thus K = exp(−sΛ) and so the various powers of Λ acting on
the kernel are obtained by differention with respect to s
s
∂
∂s
∆s a · (a · Ξ) = 2s 1
g20τ
∞∑
n=0
bn
(
−τ 2 ∂
∂s
)n
∂
∂s
Tr (K) . (94)
In Appendix D we use the results of [11] to show that
s
∂
∂s
∆s a · (a · Ξ)
∣∣∣B0 =
22N
3
1
(4π)3/2
∞∑
n=0
bn
Γ(n+ 1/2)
Γ(1/2)
(
τ 2
s
)n−1/2
(95)
If we put s = ρ/µ2 the series converges only for large ρ, but represents a function that
is analytic in the complex ρ-plane cut along the negative real axis. If we multiply by
√
ρ
the resulting large-ρ series has only integer powers so the cut for this function has only
finite length. Consequently we can obtain the small-s value as
lim
s↓0
s
∂
∂s
∆s a · (a · Ξ)
∣∣∣B0 =
lim
λ→∞
1
2
√
πi
∫
C
dρ
ρ
eλρ
√
λρ
22N
3
1
(4π)3/2
∞∑
n=0
bn
Γ(n + 1/2)
Γ(1/2)
(
τ 2µ2
ρ
)n−1/2
(96)
If the contour C is collapsed to one around the cut consisting of a small circle centred on
the origin, C ′′, and the rest consisting of two lines slightly above and below the negative
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real axis, then the contribution of the latter is damped by the exp(λρ) factor and the
contribution of the former yields the left-hand side because
lim
λ→∞
1
2πi
∫
C′′
dρ
ρ
eλρ
√
λρ =
√
π . (97)
Performing the contour integration gives
22N
3
1
(4π)3/2
lim
λ→∞
∞∑
n=0
bn
Γ(n+ 1/2)
Γ(n)
(
λτ 2µ2
)n−1/2
(98)
Using the same argument as previously the convergence can be improved by doing a
further contour integral in the complex 1/
√
λ cut along the negative real axis to obtain
22N
3
1
(4π)3/2
lim
λ→∞
1
2
√
πi
∫
C′′
dρ
ρ
eλ
2ρ
√
λ2ρ
∞∑
n=0
bn
Γ(n+ 1/2)
Γ(n)
(
τ 2µ2√
ρ
)n−1/2
(99)
which gives the β-function as
β = h¯g4
11N
12π
lim
λ,τ→∞
∞∑
n=0
bn
Γ(n+ 1/2)
Γ(n) Γ(n/2 + 1/4)
(
λτ 2µ2
)n−1/2
. (100)
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Figure 3: The series Sβ99 and S
β
100
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In Figure 3 we have shown as a function of x the finite sum
SβN(x) ≡
N∑
n=0
bn
Γ(n+ 1/2)
Γ(n) Γ(n/2 + 1/4)
xn−1/2. (101)
for N = 100 and N = 99. These sums are seen to diverge for x ≈ 39 which is when the
last term of the former series begins to have a non-negligible value. We can trust the
finite sum Sβ100 as a good approximation to S
β
∞(x) up to this value of x. From the known
value of the β-function the limit of this series should be
lim
x→∞S
β
∞(x) = −
1
2π
(102)
and this value is shown as the stright line in the figure. From this it is clear that the limit
is well approximated by taking the value of the finite sums just before they diverge. In
Figure 4 we have shown the same curves over a shorter range of x, from which we can see
that this procedure for estimating the limit gives the numerical value Sβ100(37) = −0.15918
which as an estimate of −1/(2π) ≈ −0.159155 is correct to about two parts in 104. The
x
Sβ99
Sβ100
− 1
2π
-0.1594
-0.1593
-0.1592
-0.1591
-0.159
30 32 34 36 38
Figure 4: The series Sβ99 and S
β
100
error may be estimated a priori by examining how the curve Sβ100 approaches the straight
line that represents its limiting value. From the method we employed to suppress the
contribution of the cut we would expect that the deviation from a stright-line is roughly
exponential in λ for large λ. In Figure 5 we have shown the logarithm of the derivative
of Sβ100(x) which shows that this is indeed approximately linear in x with slope ≈ −1/5,
hence Sβ100 ≈ A+B exp(−x/5). The error in approximating limλ→∞ Sβ∞ by Sβ100(37)
is thus of the order of B exp(−x/5) ≈ |5Sβ′100(37)| ≈ 2.4× 10−4.
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xlog(Sβ
′
100(x))
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Figure 5: log(Sβ
′
100(x))
5 Conclusions
When a scaling x → x/√ρ is applied to a quantum field theory many quantities can be
continued to analytic functions in the complex ρ-plane cut along the negative real axis.
We have seen this to be the case for the connected Green’s functions that contribute to the
logarithm of the Schro¨dinger functional, and also for appropriately defined bare couplings,
(and consequently their beta-functions). It is also a property of, for example, the two-
point function of Lorentz invariant operators as can be seen from the Ka¨llen-Lehmann
representation, and of the Zamolodchikov c-function. We have exploited this analyticity
to reconstruct the Schro¨dinger functional for arbitrarily varying fields from its expression
as a local expansion that is valid for slowly varying fields, and we have obtained the form of
the Schro¨dinger equation that acts directly on this local expansion. This leads to coupled
algebraic equations that may, in principle, be solved without recourse to perturbation
theory, but our purpose here has been to show that when these equations are solved in
powers of the coupling they are in agreement with the expected results of perturbation
theory. To make this comparison we first solved the functional Schro¨dinger equation in
a ‘standard’ perturbative manner without using the local expansion. We also computed
the beta-function in both approaches and obtained the usual result. This illustrates that
short-distance effects can be correctly reproduced from our small momentum expansion
because the beta-function is a consequence of rapidly varying field configurations.
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A Tree-level contribution to W [A]
In this appendix we calculate the tree-level contributions to W [A] up to fourth order, i.e.
W 20 , W
3
2 and W
4
0 .
A.1 Calculating W 20
The Hamilton-Jacobi equation gives
g40
∫ d3p
(2π)3
δW 20
δARα (p)
δW 20
δARα (−p)
= B2 , (103)
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in which B2 is the part of the potential B that is quadratic in A:
B2 =
∫
d3p
(2π)3
(p ∧AA(p)) · (p ∧AA(−p))
=
∫
d3p
(2π)3
AAα (p)A
A
β (−p) (p2δαβ − pαpβ) , (104)
We can take W 20 to have the form
W 20 =
1
g20
∫
d3p
(2π)3
AAµ (p)A
A
ν (−p) Γµν(p), Γνµ(−p) = Γµν(p) (105)
Hence
δW 20
δARα (p)
=
2
g20
Γαν(p)ARν (−p) (106)
so that the Hamilton-Jacobi equation and Gauss’ law become
4Γµα(p)δαβΓ
βν(p) = p2δµν − pµpν , pµΓµν(p) = 0 (107)
which has the solution
Γαβ(p) =
pαpβ − p2δαβ
2|p| . (108)
This is unique up to a sign which is chosen to make Ψ square integrable to this order.
A.2 Calculating W 30
To third order in A the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is
2g40
∫
d3p
(2π)3
δW 20
δARη (−p)
δW 30
δARη (p)
= B3 (109)
with
B3 = −i
∫
d3p1 d
3p2 d
3p3
(2π)6
δ3(p1+p2+p3)(p1∧AA(p1)) ·(AB(p2)∧AC(p3)) fABC . (110)
W 30 has the form
W 30 =
1
g20
∫
d3p1 d
3p2 d
3p3
(2π)6
AAα (p1)A
B
β (p2)A
C
γ (p3) f
ABC Γαβγ(p1,p2,p3) δ
3(p1 + p2 + p3) .
(111)
The sign of Γαβγ(p1,p2,p3) changes if we simultaneously interchange any two momenta
and their respective indices, as it does if we reverse all the momenta. (109) becomes
∫
d3p1 d
3p2 d
3p3A
A
α (p1)A
B
β (p2)A
C
γ (p3) δ
3(p1 + p2 + p3){
fABC
(
12Γαη (p1)Γ
ηβγ(p1,p2,p3) + ip1ηδ
ηα
βγ
) }
= 0 , (112)
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implying
S
{
fABC
(
12 Γηα(p1)Γηβγ(p1,p2,p3) + ip1ηδ
ηα
βγ
) }
= 0 . (113)
S standing for symmetrisation under interchange of the sets {A, α,p1}, {B, β,p2}, and
{C, γ,p3}, giving
4fABC
{
Γαη(p1)Γηβγ(p1,p2,p3) + Γβη(p2)Γαηγ(p1,p2,p3) + Γγη(p3)Γαβη(p1,p2,p3)
}
(114)
for the first term between braces and
1
3
fABC
{
p1ηδ
ηα
βγ + p2ηδ
ηβ
γα + p3ηδ
ηγ
αβ
}
(115)
for the second. Gauss’s law (8) for W 30 states that
− ip. δW
3
0
δAR(−p) = −f
RST
∫
d3q
(2π)3
AS(p− q) δW
2
0
δAT (−q) (116)
which can be written as
p1αΓαβγ(p1,p2,−p1 − p2) = i
3
(
Γβγ(p3)− Γβγ(p2)
)
(117)
(117) and (113) have the solution
Γαβγ(p1,p2,p3) =
i
3(|p1|+ |p2|+ |p3|) ×
{
+ pˆ1α(Γβγ(p3)− Γβγ(p2))− pˆ2β(Γαγ(p3)
− Γαγ(p1))− pˆ3γ(Γαβ(p1)− Γαβ(p2)) + 1
2
(p1ηδ
ηα
βγ + p2ηδ
ηβ
γα + p3ηδ
ηγ
αβ)
}
(118)
A.3 Calculating W 40
The quartic terms in the Hamilton-Jacobi equation yield:
g40
∫
d3p
(2π)3
(
2
δW 20
δARα (−p)
δW 40
δARα (p)
+
δW 30
δARα (−p)
δW 30
δARα (p)
)
= B4. (119)
We take W 40 to have the form
W 40 =
1
g20
∫
d3p1 d
3p2 d
3p3 d
3p4
(2π)9
δ3(p1 + p2 + p3 + p4)A
A
α (p1)A
C
β (p2)A
B
γ (p3)A
D
δ (p4)×
× fMABfMCDΓαβγδ(p1,p2,p3,p4) . (120)
The quartic term of the potential is
B4 = 1
4
∫
d3p1 d
3p2 d
3p3 d
3p4
(2π)9
δ3(p1 + p2 + p3 + p4)A
A
α(p1)A
C
β (p2)A
B
γ (p3)A
D
δ (p4)×
× fMABfMCDδαβγδ . (121)
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The Hamilton-Jacobi equation implies that
S4
{
fMABfMCD
(
16Γαη(p1)Γηβγδ(p1,p2,p3,p4) +
9 Γηαβ(p3 + p4,p1,p2)Γηγδ(p1 + p2,p3,p4)− 1
4
δαβγδ
)}
= 0 , (122)
Where S4 symmetrises the expression under simultaneous interchanges of the four sets of
indices and momenta A, α,p1 etc. Gauss’s law for W
4
0 ,
ip.
δW 40
δAR(p)
= −fRST
∫
d3q
(2π)3
AS(−p− q) δW
3
0
δAT (−q) , (123)
can be expressed as
S3
{
fMNAfMCD (4pηΓηαβγ(p,p1,p2,p3)− 3i Γαβγ(p+ p1,p2,p3))
}
when p+ p1 + p2 + p3 = 0 , (124)
and S3 denotes symmetrisation under interchange of the three sets {A, α,p1}, {B, β,p2}
and {C, γ,p3}. Using this in (122) we find
S4
{
fMABfMCDΓαβγδ(p1,p2,p3,p4)
}
=
S4
{
fMABfMCDω
(
6ipˆ1αΓβγδ(p1 + p2,p3,p4) +
+9Γηαβ(p3 + p4,p1,p2)Γηγδ(p1 + p2,p3,p4)− 1
4
δαβγδ
)}
(125)
where
ω =
1
2(|p1|+ |p2|+ |p3|+ |p4|) (126)
B Contributions to the one loop Beta-function
In this appendix we calculate the small s behaviour of ∆sW
2
0 , ∆sW
3
0 and ∆sW
4
0 .
B.1 ∆sW
2
0
Since W 20 is only quadratic in A the A-dependence of ∆sW
2
0 derives from the Wilson line
in the reulator kernel. The term that is quadratic in A is thus
(
∆sg
2
0 W
2
0
)
A2
=
∫
|p|2<1/s
d3x d3y d3q d3p
(2π)6
eip(x−y)
[
URS(x,y)
]
A2
2 e−iq(x−y)δRSΓρρ(q) ,
(127)
where [
URS(x,y)
]
A2
= P
(
1
2
∫ y
x
dwµ
∫ y
x
dzν A
A
µ (w)A
B
ν (z)T
ATB
)
RS
. (128)
We parametrise the integration path as
w = x+ σ1(y − x) , 0 ≤ σ1 ≤ 1
z = x+ σ2(y − x) , 0 ≤ σ2 ≤ 1 , (129)
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and change the variables such that y → v = (y − x). Then, after integrating over x, we
get
(
∆sg
2
0 W
2
0
)
A2
=
−
∫
d3v d3q d3k d3k′ d3p dσ1 dσ2 (2π)−9δ
3(k+ k′)AAµ (k)A
B
ν (k
′)
×ei v.(q+σ1k+σ2k′−p)|q| vµvν(TATB)RR , (130)
where the integration is restricted by |p|2 < 1/s, 0 ≤ σ1 ≤ 1, 0 ≤ σ2 ≤ 1. Finally,
integrating (130) over k′ and v allows us to write 2
(
∆sg
2
0 W
2
0
)
A2
= − N
(2π)6
∫ ∫
d3q d3k d3p dσ1 dσ2A
A
µ (k)A
A
ν (−k)
∂2
∂qµ∂qν
[
δ3(q+ k(σ1 − σ2)− p)
]
|q| , (131)
We can integrate by parts to make the two derivatives act on |q|, and use
∂2|q|
∂qµ∂qν
=
1
|q|
(
δµν − qµqν|q|2
)
. (132)
This gives
− N
(2π)6
∫
d3q d3k d3p dσ1 dσ2A
A
µ (k)A
A
ν (−k) δ3(q+ k(σ1 − σ2)− p)
1
|q|
(
δµν − qµqν|q|2
)
.
(133)
If we perform the integration over q using the delta function, call σ1 − σ2 = y and make
a change of variables such that
∫ 1
0
dσ2
∫ 1
0
dσ1 =
∫ 1
0
dσ2
∫ 1−σ2
−σ2
dy (134)
we end up with
−N
∫ d3k d3p dσ2 dy
(2π)6
AAµ (k)A
A
ν (−k) ×
{
δµν
|p− ky| −
pµpν
|p− ky|3 +
pµkνy
|p− ky|3
+
pνkµy
|p− ky|3 −
kµkνy
2
|p− ky|3
}
≡
∫
d3k AAµ (k)A
A
ν (−k)Λµν2 (k) (135)
where −σ2 ≤ y ≤ 1− σ2, 0 ≤ σ2 ≤ 1 and |p|2 < 1/s.
2 We use the identities fRACfCBR = −N δAB and vµvν exp(iv.q) = − ∂2∂qµ∂qν exp(iv.q) .
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B.2 ∆sW
3
0
In this case, the quadratic term is obtained by taking the term that is linear in A in the
expansion of URS(x,y). Following similar steps as we presented in section (B.1) and using
that
δ2W 30
δARρ (y)δA
S
ρ (x)
=
6
g20
∫
z
ACν (z)f
SRC Γρρν(x,y, z) , (136)
we obtain
(
∆sg
2
0 W
3
0
)
A2
= − 6i N
(2π)6
∫
Σ′′
d3k d3q d3pAAµ (−k)AAν (k) δ3
(
p− q+ (σ − 1)k
)
×
×∂Γρρν(q,−q− k,k)
∂qµ
≡
∫
d3k AAµ (k)A
A
ν (−k)Λµν3 (k) (137)
where |p|2 < 1/s and 0 ≤ σ ≤ 1.
B.3 ∆sW
4
0
The term that is quadratic in A receives no contribution from the Wilson line and so is
just (
∆sW
4
0
)
A2
=
∫
|p|2<1/s
d3p
(2π)3
eip (x−y)δRS
δ2W 40
δARρ (y)δA
S
ρ (x)
. (138)
We obtain from (24)
(
∆sg
2
0W
4
0
)
A2
= −N
∫
k,|p|2<1/s
AAµ (k)A
A
ν (−k)
1
(|p|+ |k|)
{
18 Γηρµ(p+ k,−p,−k)Γηρν(p+ k,−p,−k) + 6ikˆµΓνρρ(−k,p+ k,−p)
−6ipˆρΓµρν(p+ k,−p,−k) + 2 δµν
}
≡
∫
d3k AAµ (k)A
A
ν (−k)Λµν4 (k) (139)
C Cubic and Quartic Terms in the Schro¨dinger Func-
tional.
The term in the Schro¨dinger equation that is cubic in A is
lim
λ→∞
R′λ
( 1
g2
Aρ · (Aρ · (Aρ · Ξ˙3))− 6Aρ · ((Aρ · Ξ3)) · (Aρ · Ξ2)
+
1
2g4
Aρ · (Aρ · (Aρ · V3))
)
= 0 (140)
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We assume an expansion of Ξ3 of the form
Ξ3 =
τ
g20
∞∑
n=0
cn(τ
2V2·)nV3 (141)
which is again an expansion in powers of derivatives. Using this in 140 leads to
lim
λ→∞
R′λ ρ
( 1
τ 2
∞∑
n=0
cn(2n+ 1)(
τ 2
ρ
V2·)nV3
−6
∞∑
n,m=0
bn cm (
τ 2
ρ
V2·)n+mV3 + 1
2ρ
V3
)
= 0 (142)
By equating to zero the coefficients of the various powers of V2· we obtain the cn as
c0 = −1
8
, cn =
3
n + 2
n−1∑
p=1
bn−p cp, n > 0 (143)
Similarly Ξ4 can be obtained from the term in the Schro¨dinger equation that is quartic
in Aρ
lim
λ→∞
R′λ
( 1
g20
Aρ · (Aρ · (Aρ · (Aρ · Ξ˙4)))
−8Aρ · (Aρ · ((Aρ · Ξ4))) · (Aρ · Ξ2)− 9
2
Aρ · ((Aρ · Ξ3)) ·Aρ · ((Aρ · Ξ3))
+
1
2g40
Aρ · (Aρ · (Aρ · (Aρ · V4)))
)
= 0 (144)
Taking Ξ4 to have the form
Ξ4 =
τ
g20
∞∑
n=0
fn(τ
2V2·)nV4 + τ
g20
∑
p,q,r
hp,q,rτ
2(p+q+r+1)(V2·)p (((V2·)qV3) · ((V2·)rV3)) (145)
leads eventually to the following formulae for the coefficents:
f0 = − 1
10
, fn =
8
2n+ 5
n−1∑
p=1
bn−p fp, n > 0 (146)
and
h0,q,r =
9
4(q + r) + 14
cqcr, hn,q,r =
8
2(n+ q + r) + 7
n−1∑
p=0
bn−p hp,q,r, n > 0 (147)
D Heat-Kernel Results
In [11] it was shown that
∂
∂s
TrK =
∂
∂s
(Tr exp (s(D · D1+ 2F)·)− Tr exp (sD · D)) . (148)
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where for background fields that are slowly varying on the scale of s
exp (s(D · D1+ 2F)·)CD δ(x− y) 1 = e
−(x−y)2/(4s)
√
4πs
3
∞∑
n=0
snbBCn (x,y) (149)
and
exp (sD · D)CD δ(x− y) = e
−(x−y)2/(4s)
√
4πs
3
∞∑
n=0
snaBCn (x,y) (150)
The first few coefficents are, at coincident argument,
a1(x,x) = 0, a2(x,x) =
1
12
FijFij (151)
and
b1(x,x) = 2F, b2(x,x) = 2F · F+ 1
12
1FijFij +
1
3
D · DF (152)
Resulting in
∂
∂s
TrK =
11N
3
1
(4π)3/2
1√
s
B0 +O(
√
s). (153)
which gives
s
∂
∂s
∆s a · (a · Ξ)
∣∣∣B0 =
22N
3
1
(4π)3/2
∞∑
n=0
bn
s
τ
(
−τ 2 ∂
∂s
)n
1√
s
=
22N
3
1
(4π)3/2
∞∑
n=0
bn
Γ(n+ 1/2)
Γ(1/2)
(
τ 2
s
)n−1/2
(154)
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